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Salvin Textile Industry and Trade Inc. which is
founded in 2002, is Turkey’s first spunlace (hydro-
entangled) nonwoven producer.

Salvin is the second largest investment of its family 
and with its experience dating back to the 1940s, it 
serve many sectors such as hygiene, cosmetics, 
medical, automobile, construction, clothing with 
Spunlace and cotton productions. 

The facility of Salvin which is located in Tekirdag, 
established on 50.000 m² land with 20.000 m² 
building. 

Salvin, one of the world leading companies in its field; 
with its high production capacity, product variety, 
quality, new technology and new investments that 
closely follow the market’s needs, it will continue to 
shape its sector by growing every year. 

Salvin has always made it a mission to offer its 
customers the highest quality and solution. 

A giant company with the experience dating back 
to 1940s and created by the technology that is 
renewed each year... 
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Spunlace (Water-jet) 
Technology

Technologies
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Spunlace nonwoven fabrics produced by water jet technique are fabrics with
high surface quality. The production technology relies on the use of pressur-
ized water to bind the core fibers together, enabling the production of high-
strength, low-thickness nonwoven fabrics without the use of additional
chemicals. An important feature of these products is their wide range of uses.
It is possible to see spunlace fabrics in many different sectors such as health,
cosmetics, construction, automotive, furniture and clothing. With its experi-
ence, Salvin makes it possible to produce fabrics with many different options
such as water absorbent, water repellent, UV resistant, fireproof, anti-bacteri-
al, colored and extra hard surface in line with customers' requests. Production
is made in the desired width and length according to demands of the custom-
ers.

Market Places

Hygiene & Cosmetics Medical Technical Textile

Wet Wipes
Epilation Wax Fabric 
Disposable Hair Towel
Manicure & Pedicure Towel 
Cleaning Wipes
Hair Apron 

Disposable Gown
Anti-bacterial Clothes 
Stretcher Cover 
Medical Bandage 
Plaster Bandage 
Gauze Bandage 
Wound Dressing 
First Aid 

Geotextile
Construction
Insulation & Isolation 
Greenhouse Covers 
Filtration
Automotive
Artificial Leather Carrier 
Bed & Furniture 
Protective Clothes 

Technical Parameters

Technology
Water-jet technique

Web Laying
Cross or Parallel

Raw Material
PES, CoPES, PP, Vis, Cotton

Colour
Fabric dying

Max. Width
320 cm

Fabric Weight
35 – 250 gsm

Applications
Special Finishings

Pattern
Plain, Embossed, 
Apertured, Dyed
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Plain Small Apertured Big Apertured Square Apertured

Honeycomb Animal Patterns Embossed Big 
Squares

Embossed Small 
Squares 

Spunlace Kumaş Desenleri 
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Big Squares
Dying

Surface Dying Zig-zag Dying
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Hot-Melt Lamination 
Technology

Salvin develops itself day by day in the field of technical textiles and
continues its investments. We can laminate 3 different fabrics at the same
time in our Hot-melt Lamination facility, which is unique in Turkey. It has the
feature of making high quality lamination of materials such as woven or
knitted fabric, nonwoven, film or membrane by using desired amounts of
adhesive with »Slot Die» technique. In line with the demands of our
customers, we can produce fabrics with technical properties such as
waterproofing, breathability, high washing resistance, flame retardancy or
high UV resistance.

Market Places and Applications

Protective Clothes
Automotive
Clothes & Accessories 
Shoes & Bags
Matress & Furnitures

Households
Medical 
Construction 
Geotextile
Insulation & Isolation 

Technical Parameters

Technology
Hot-melt Lamination

Production Technique
Slot-die

Max. Width
260 cm

Adhesives
PSA, CoPSA, PUR

Amount of Adhesives
1 – 40 gr/m² 
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Hydro-entangled 
Cotton

Market Places

Hygiene & Cosmetics Medical

Personal Wipes
Wet Wipe
Make-up Cleansing Pads 
Baby Cleansing Pads 
Face Cleaning Wipes 

Dental Cotton
Wound Dressing
Wound Tape 
Wound Bandage 

Technical Parameters

Technology
Su Jeti ile Bağlama

Web Laying
Air-laid

Raw Material
Cotton

Colour
White

Max. Width
160 cm

Fabric Weight
120 – 250 gsm

Applications
Special Finishings

Pattern
Striped, Plain

Hydro-entangled Nonwoven Cotton Fabrics produced by the water jet
technique are a special product in terms of the areas where they are used. It
is quite difficult to provide softness and high strength at the same time in
nonwoven cotton fabrics, but Salvin has managed to satisfy its customers with
its special technology and experience. Thanks to its 100% cotton structure, it
does not harm the environment and dissolves quickly in nature. Nonwoven
Cotton fabric is mostly preferred in the fields of hygiene, medical and
cosmetic. Production is made in the desired width and length in line with the
demands of the customers.
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Hydro-entangled Cotton
Fabric Patterns

Plain

Striped Surface



Our Brands

Cotton Wool

Salvin Pleated Cotton Wool is produced from the best
quality cotton and has high water holding capacity.
Salvin Pleated Cotton Wool which is the purest and
natural form of cleansing, provides flawless cleaning
even for the most sensitive skin thanks to its soft
surface and natural structure.

Version Product
Size

Barcode in 
External 
Bag

in 
Carton 

in 
Sack

Zig-zag 50 gr 8681672118761 10 100 300

Zig-zag 100 gr 8681672118778 5 50 150

Zig-zag 200 gr 8681672118875 5 25 75

Roll 1000 gr 8681672118716 - - 20
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Cotton Buds

Version Box Type Paket 
Ölçüsü

Barkod in 
Carton

Standart Cylinder 100 pcs 8681672122072 144

Standart Cylinder 200 pcs 8681672122089 144

Standart Rectangular 200 pcs 8681672122102 144

Standart Cylinder 300 pcs 8681672122096 144

Safety Rectangular 60 pcs 8681672122119 144

Salvin cotton buds are made of 100% pure cotton and
thanks to its natural structure they are an indispensable
product for your personal care. It provides a gentle
cleaning with its soft and thick structure.

Standart

Safety
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Round Cotton Pads

With its 100% natural structure, MAK-PED make-up
cleansing cotton provides gentle and flawless cleansing
even for the most sensitive skin. Produced by carefully
selecting from the best quality cotton, MAK-PED is an
indispensable product for your personal cleaning.

Thanks to its crimped edges, it has 
a durable structure that does not 
come apart easily

Version Size Barcode in Carton

Round 70 pcs 8681672100018 48

Round 100 pcs 8681672100025 48

Round 120 pcs 8681672100056 48

Round 150 pcs 8681672100063 48
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Baby skin is thinner and less oily than adult skin. Since
the skin's protective layer has not yet developed, it is
vulnerable to external factors. To protect your baby's
skin against external factors, allergies and irritation,
using cotton soaked with water in skin cleaning is one of
the solutions recommended by physicians.

Pad Size:
95 x 110 mm

Baby Cleaning Pads

Size Barcode in Carton

60 pcs 8681672114015 24
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Sall®Dent Dental Cottons -made of 100% pure cotton- are
used in dental polyclinics. Thanks to its small and
cylindrical structure, they can be used comfortably in the
mouth, as well as its ability to absorb blood, saliva, water
and other liquids. It acts as a buffer in oral bleeding.

Dental Cotton

Version Size Barcode in Carton

8 mm 500 pcs 8681672121969 56

10 mm 500 pcs 8681672121976 56

12 mm 300 pcs 8681672121983 56
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Markalarımız

Cotton Wool

Sall®Cotton Cotton Wools are suitable for general skin
cleaning with their high absorbency and soft texture.
Thanks to its economical feature, it is preferred more
by hospitals.

Version Size Barkocode In Sack

Roll 1 kg 8681672118815 20 pcs
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Sall®Cotton
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Let us produce your brand…

Private Label

We know how valuable your brand is to you, so we offer you high quality and value. 
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Notes…



Vakıflar OSB Mah. 9. Sok. No: 4/1, 59930 Ergene / TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: +90 (282) 675 10 24 | Fax+90 (282) 675 10 28

salvin@salvin.com.tr | www.salvin.com.tr

SALVİN TEKSTİL SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş. 


